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In Search of the True lJniverse: The Tools, Shaping, and Cost of
Cosrnological Thought, by M. Harwit (Cambridge University press),
zor3. Pp. 393,25-S x 18 cm. Price dlSlgso (hardbound, ISBN g7B | rc7
o44o6 7).

After a short inroductory chapter on the state of physics at the end of the
rgth Century, the rest of the book is divided into three parts, with titles which
are longer and more precise versioas of 'tools', 'shaping', and 'cost,. The first
two contain chapters which are more or less straightforward accounts of events
in cosmology or astrophysics; one of these, the development of cosmological
models between about r9r5 and 1935, has fearured in other recent reviews
in this Magazine. These essentially self-contained historical chapters serve as
examples discussed in the remaining chapters in the book, which are mostiy
concerned with the sociology and polirics of astrophysics in the zoth and early
2rst Centuries. The book as a whole is thus somewhat dif0cult to summarizel
though the Epilogue is essentially a one-page summary of the sociological
and political aspects. The title of the book is somewhat misleading, since the
scope is broader than just cosmology, encompassing much of astrophysics and
astronomy as well (or else "cosmological" is used in a very broad sense; in the
text, "astrophysics" is usually used to denote the subject of the book).

The focus is mainly on the United States, though of course Europeans such
as Einstein, Eddington, and Hoyle feature prominently in the historical sections.
As someone who has had a distinguished career as an astronomer, served on
more and higher-level committees than most of his colleagues, and been the
director of the Smithsonian Institution's National Air and Space Museum,
Harwit is well qualified to write a book such as this which discusses not only
the history of science in some detail, but also the surrounding sociological and
political framework. Many events are described from his personal, behind-the-
scenes perspective.

An important theme which occurs in several chapters is, in general, the
influence of the military on astronomy and, in particular, the radical change
in the way astronomy has been organized and funded since !7or1d rU(ar II (to
a large extent as outlined in vannevar Bush's science - The Enilless Frontier);
not only did astronomy make use of military rechnologies but also it became
much more influenced by and dependent on the state. Although this fact is
nothing new, the number of examples underlines just how big this change was.
An example often used is the Great Observarories programme (the Comptorz
Gamma Ray absertsatory, tt.e Adztanced X-ray As*ophysics Facility (later
renamed the Chanilra X-ray Obsertsatorjt), tbe Hubble Space Tblescope, and the
space Infrared relescope Facility (larer renamed the spitzer space Tblescope)). In
recent dmes, however, due to the end of the Cold !Var, at least a perceived
lack of funds, and the fact that many of the main topics in clrrrent cosmology
(such as dark energy, dark matter, and the early Universe) seem impractical
even to far-sighted (or, alternatively, naive) military strategists, tle pendulum
is swinging back somewhat, with benefactors such as the Keck foundation
and Microsoft co-founder Paul Alleu playing roles similar to those of Hooker
in the first half of the zoth century. (Even an obviously practical enrerprise
such as monitoring potentially dangerous near-Earth asteroids is in the hands
of the private Sentinel project, despite congress passing the Near-Earth object
Survey Act which instructed NASA to do so.)

Another recurring theme is network theory, illustrated with examples from
various committees (doum to the time of day of various memos), again often
using *re Great Observatories as an example, and from the asrophysical
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commurity as a whole. A third theme is the question as to to what extent our
view of the universe is determined by external constraints such as available
technology, political goals, etc.

Obviously, these are very great influences, but fortunately Harwit doesn't
make the mistake of concluding that our theories of the Universe are nothing
more than social constructs. A book such as this can hardly avoid mentioning
Thomas Kuhn and his idea that change in science is primariiy due to paradigm
shifts originating more with scientists than with that which rhey study, but
Harwit is appropriateiy critical, noting that cascades (in the sense of sudden
large changes in networks) can have a variety ofcauses, not all ofwhich qualifu
as revolutions in the sense of Kuhn (who sees essentially all major changes -even those caused by obviously external events such as the discoveries ofX-rays
and radioactiviry - as human-driven paradigm shifts having little to do with
objective reality). Although he doesn't call it that, Harwit's view is essentially
what I like to call a no-hair theorem for science: even though the order,
details, influence, and perceived importance of events in the history of science
obviously depend on the contingent history of humans, as a theory matures it
eventually attains a state which is essentially independent of how it came to be.
A fourth theme, especially towards the end of the book, is the fact that short-
term frugality carries the danger that the huge amount of observational data
might not be usable in just a few decades. Vith timescales ranging from the
length of a student's thesis through decadal reviews to at most the working life
of an astronomer, often not enough thought is given to the preservation of data
for posteriry due not just to tight funding but aiso to the fact that this probiem
is ofien overlooked.

One area not explored in the book, but which obviously influences the way
astrophysics is done, is the funding structure for non-permanent (or not yet
permanent) scientists who do much of the work but are even more influenced
by sociological and, especially, political events than tenured astronomers.
Similarly, although Harwit discusses relatively modern institutions such as
arXiv and even t0(ikipedia, he doesn't mention the recent heated discussion
about the cost of traditional journals, though this is quite relevant to his themes
of funding, sociology, politics, and networks.

The book contains a few photographs (all of people) and diagrams; all are
black and white but this is sufficient. (About haif of the diagrams are related
to ttre discussion of networks.) Overall, the layout and appearance are superb.
References, denoted by numbers, are given at the end of each chapter;
explanatory footnotes, denoted by letters, are at the bottom of the page. This
is the way it should be done! The frequency of tlpographical errors is about
average. Most are harmless, though anyone needing to look up the photon
wavelength corresponding to r GeV (in a table in the appendix) or the definition
of redshift (in the glossary-) will be confused by the incorrect definirions. The
twelve-page glossary will be useful for some readers, rhough of course opinions
will always vary concerning which terms should be included.The glossary is not
always up to the high level of the rest of the book (where I sported no severe
factual errors, though a few concepts, perhaps due to too quick editing, are
presented at least confusingly); for example, the definition of 'planet' appiies
to iust our Solar System, though extrasolar planets are discussed in the text.
Terms which appear in the glossary are italicized at their first appearance in
the main text, though since italics are used for other purposes as well, some
other indication would have been better. In some cases, it is not clear if Harwit
is emphasizing a word which I wouldn't, or whether the term was meant to be
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included in the glossary but was left out.There is a nine-page index; a few times
I expected to find something in the index but found that the page in question
was not referenced or that the topic wasn't there at all. (Also, I occasionaily
expected to find a reference for something quite specific mentioned in the text
but didn't") Again, what to include is to some extent a matter of taste, but I
think the index could have been somewhat more comprehensive.Though I have
lost no pages, the glue holding the pages to the binding in my well ueated copy
hasn't prevented the back cover from becoming partially detached; hopefully
this is an isolated problem and doesn't affect a significant fraction of the
printing.

My few complaints are minor and involve mostly technical matters of
production. The book is well written, presents some familiar themes in a new
light as well as some ideas which will be new to many readers, and allows the
reader a glimpse behind the scenes which only Harwit could provide. Though
the emphasis is on the socioiogy and politics of science, it is obvious from rhe
'example' chapters that the discussioo of science itself stems from a scientist
who is familiar with the details of the material. I recommend the book to all
interested in rhe sociology and politics of science or the last hundred years of
astrophysics. 
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